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PROCEDURES USED IN THE TRANSLATION OF NOUNS FROM NEPALI INTO ENGLISH 

Rishiram Adhikari 

Translation of the naming words from Nepali into 
English is a challenging task. It is difficult to find 
equivalent English words for the Nepali words 
due to differences in culture, religion, myth, and 
its origin. The study concentrates on how a 
translator renders certain naming words from 
Nepali into English and what type of procedures 
can be used in translation process.  
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1. Background of the study  

Translation is the process of conveying message 
from one language community to another 
language community. Sounds, symbols, gestures 
can be used to transmit information from one 
language community to others. Bhatia (1992) 
defines translation as "the communication of the 
meaning of a source-language text by means of an 
equivalent target-language text" (p.1051). The 
main objective of translation is to convey message 
from one language to other languages. To this 
end, certain techniques can be used, which, 
according to Bell (1991), “borrowing, loan 
translation, literal translation, transposition, 
modulation, equivalence and adaptation” (p.70). 
In a similar vein, Wilss (1982) defines it as “a 
procedure which leads from a written source 
language text (SLT) to an optionally equivalent 
target language text (TLT) and requires the 
syntactic, semantic, stylistic and text-pragmatic 
comprehension by the translator of the original 
text” (p.112). Wilss highlights the linguistic items 
but Newmark (1981) elaborates it as a craft. In 
this regards, he defines translation as "a craft 
consisting of the attempt to replace a written 
message and /or statement in one language by 
the same message and/or statement in another 
language” (p.7). Using these concepts as the 
theoretical background, the present study is 
concerned with translation from Nepali as the 
source language (SL) and into English as the 
target language (TL).  

Translation is not a new phenomenon. It has a 
long history that Bhattarai (1997) mentions, 
“the first trace of ‘translation’ can be seen 
from 3000 BC. It became a significant factor 
in the West in 300 BC” (p.37). In the global 
context, translation began long ago; however 
in the context of Nepal it is not so old.  
Bhattarai (1997) further says, “… the term 
translation in the context of Nepal, invariably 
applies to the tradition and technique of 
information transfer from English to Nepali 
and vice-versa” (p.8). Bhattarai does not 
mention the starting date of translation. 
However, he focuses on its practice.  

With the rapid spread of globalization, inter-
cultural communication, multicultural 
discussion and dialogue, the practical value of 
translation has increased beyond one's 
imagination. Tourism is one of the important 
global phenomena operating in Nepal 
particularly with the help of translation. The 
present study aimed at studying procedure of 
translation of nouns for the tourists.  

2.   Study area  

For this study I chose Sahuraha, one of the 
main tourist destinations of Nepal, located at 
Ratnagar Municipality, the southern part of the 
Chitwan district.  Annually more than 150 
thousand foreign tourists visit this area 
(National Park Office Report, 2017, June). 
English is the means of communication with 
and among tourists in Sauraha. Other 
languages are hardly used in this area and most 
of the tourists collect information through 
English translation.  

3. Methodology  

The study followed the descriptive research 
design and the data were collected by using both 
primary and secondary sources. The primary data 
were collected from the field through personal 
interview and observation. I observed the photo 
museum of Sauraha, where various names of 
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plants and animals were translated into English. I 
collected relevant words from the photo museum 
during my visit in July 2017. I also asked some 
naming words and their equivalent terms in 
English and checked them with tourist guides and 
hotel staffs. Only eight individuals were selected 
as participants, including tourist guides and hotel 
staffs and 145 noun words were considered as 
universe and analyzed their translation 
procedures. All the words are included in the 
appendix. The participants are codified as P1, 
P2... and P8. 

Table1. General Information about Participants 
Part
icip
ants 

Sex Age  Educ
ation  

Ethnicity  Working 
experienc
es  

Other  

P1 Male  45 SLC Newar  10 years  Tourist 
guide  

P2 Male  40 PCL Chhetri 15 yeas  Tourist 
guide 

P3 Male  35 Bach
elor  

Bramin  7 years  Tourist 
guide  

P4 Fema
le  

30 Bach
elor  

Chaudhar
y  

3 years  Tourist 
guide  

P5 Fema
le  

40 SLC  Chaudhar
y  

10 years  Hotel 
staffs  

P6 Fema
le  

30 +2 Chaudhar
y  

4 years  Hotel 
staffs  

P7 Male  50 Bach
elor  

Chhetri  15 years  Hotel 
master  

P8 Male 30 Bach
lor  

Bramin  5 years  Hotel 
staffs  

Table 1 shows the general information about the 
participants including their age, sex, education, 
ethnicity and work experiences. Among them 
three were females and five were males. Four 
participants had completed the Bachelor's level 
and other two only had passed School Leaving 
Certificate (SLC) and rest two had passed 10+2 
level. Data shows that two participants were 
Chhetri, two Brahmin, one Newar and other three 
belong to the Chaudhary community.   

4. Translation of nouns  

In the process of translating noun words from 
Nepali to English, the following procedures 
were found to be used: naturalization, 
transliteration, paraphrase, addition, deletion, 
couplet, substitution, and literal translation. The 
words used as examples of these translation 
procedures are mentioned in the annex. These 
words were collected from the field research.  

4.1 Naturalization  

Some of the nouns are translated through 
naturalization. Newmark (1988) defines the 
term 'naturalization' as, “the procedure 
succeeds transference and adopts the SL word 
first to the normal pronunciation, then to the 
normal morphology (word forms) of the TL” 
(p.83). In my collection, some words are 
translated by using naturalization. They are as 
follows: 

Table 2. Translation of Nouns Through 
Naturalization  
SL (Nep.) TL (Eng.) 
Cital Cheetal 
arnā  Arnee 
Cyākhurā Chukur 
kilo mitar (to 
show distance ) 

Kilo meter 

Table 2 shows the examples of naturalization 
process of translation from Nepali into English 
language. It indicated general process of 
naturalization. The table highlighted the 
paraphrasing three words and the process of 
transcribing in English. Generally, nouns can 
be translated by using this procedure. Among 
145 words, 4 words were translated through 
this procedure.         

4.2 Transliteration 

In transliteration, there is no change in meaning. It 
only involves change in phonological and 
graphological system. Crystal (2003) defines it 
as “the study of writing system, the conversion 
of one writing system into another where each 
character of the source language is given an 
equivalent character in the target 
language"(p.474). Transliteration helps to 
understand the naming words by writing them in 
Roman letters but the pronunciation might slightly 
differ in some cases. Some of the examples are as 
follow: 

Table 3. Nepali Names Transliterated in Roman 
Alphabet  
SL (Nep.) TL (Eng.) 
langur  Langur 
Saurāhā Sauraha 
rāpti  Rapti 
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Sāras Sarus 
Ghadiyāl Gharial 
Sāl Sal 
pāndā  panda 
Table 3 shows the situations of Nepali names 
transliterated in Roman alphabet.  Among 145 
collected words, only 7 were translated by using 
this procedure.  

4.3 Paraphrase 

Paraphrasing is a way of producing meaning 
through explanation. Wilss (1982) writes, 
“Paraphrasing is an explanation of meaning of 
an SL term into the TL as a translation 
procedure. In paraphrasing, the translator gives 
TL description and functional equivalence of 
the SL terms" (p.109). Most of the time the 
tourist guides use paraphrasing to clarify the 
names of wild animals and plants. The examples 
of paraphrasing are as follows: 

Table 4. Nepali Names Paraphrased in English  
SLT 
(Nepali) 

TLT 
(English) 

SLT 
(Nepali) 

TLT 
(English) 

arnā  wild 
buffalo 

Agingar Asiatic 
rock 
python 

nir birālo   large 
Indian 
civet 

sālak  scaly ant 
eater 

sāno garud   lesser 
adjutant 
stork 

silsile hās lesser 
whistling 
teal 

khoyā hās bar 
headed 
goose 

Koirālo common 
giant 
flying 
squirrel 

banbikās 
guruyojanā 

master 
plan for 
the 
foresty 
sector 

Ratuwā barking 
deer 

sungohoro golden 
monitor 
lizard 

Bāhrasimhā male 
swamp 
deer 

bāgh 
bacāu kos 

save the 
tiger 
fund 

Lagunā hog deer 

cittal  spotted 
deer 

Teuwā Indian 
eagle 

 According to Table 4, the words which lack 
equivalent in the target language (i.e., English) are 
paraphrased. For example: the word 'sungohoro' 
has been translated as 'golden monitor lizard. 
Among 145 words, 16 words were translated 
through this procedure. 

4.4. Addition 

In this procedure, the translator gives additional 
information of the source language term that best 
fits the context of communication.  Nida (1964) 
states, “Addition should be given considerably 
more weight than omissions"(p.188). The 
examples of this procedure are as follows: 

Table 5. Instances of Addition in Translation of 
Nepali Nouns into English 
SLT 
(Nepali) 

TLT 
(English) 

SLT 
(Nepali) 

TLT 
(English) 

jangali 
kukur 

wild red 
dog 

himāli 
bhālu 

Himalayan 
black beer 

gaindā one 
horned 
rhinoceros 

mālsāpro yellow 
throated 
marten 

badel wild boar Hābre red panda 

hudār stripped 
hyena 

Mayor common 
peafowl 

thulolok
harke 

Indian 
giant 
squirrel 

Hucil great horn 
owl 

dhanes 
carā 

great pied 
hornbill 

Gilhari palm 
squirrel 

suturmu
rgā 

African 
ostrich 

Sārus common 
crane 

dhāde 
giddha 

white 
romped 
vulture 

  

Table 5 shows the instances of addition in 
translation of Nepali nouns into English.   In some 
condition, there is no equally meaningful lexicon 
in TL as like in translation of  the word 
'sutumurgā'  as African ostrich in English (TL). In 
this situation African' is added to produce the 
English term equivalent to the Nepali one. Among 
145 words, 15 words were translated by using this 
procedure. 
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4.5. Deletion 

Omission reduces the form and meaning of SL 
lexical items, phrases and even sentences in the 
TL. It is one of the features of free translation. 
Nida (1964) states that “the omission of the term 
should be more or less expected; omission is a 
rather radical change” (p.188). Sometimes 
deletion is used to make meaning clear in 
translated text. The following words are the 
example of deletion of the nouns: 

Table 6. The Instances of Omission in Translation 
of Names  
SLT 
(Nepali)  

TLT 
(English) 

SLT 
(Nepali)  

TLT 
(English) 

sāno 
musā 

Mouse parbat 
srinkhalā 

Ranges 

thulo 
musā 

 Rat langur 
bādarko 
sarir 

langur's 
body 

sa-sāna 
standhāri 
jantu   

small 
mammals 

pāte bāgh Tiger 

asāmi 
rāto 
bādar 

Assamese 
monkey 

  

The Table 6 shows only seven nouns being 
translated using the ‘deletion procedure’. For an 
example, the noun ‘parbat srinkhalā’ in SLT is 
translated as ‘ranges’ where the word ‘parbat’ in 
SLT has been deleted. Among 145 words, 7 were 
translated through this procedure. 

4.6 Couplet  

The combination of two (i.e., borrowing + literal) 
is called couplet. In Newmark’s (1981) words, 
“it refers to the combination of two translation 
procedures for one unit as a couplet” (p.83). 
Some of the cases of couplets are given below:  

Table 7. The Cases of Couplet in the Translation 
of Nouns into English 
SLT 
(Nep.) 

TLT 
(Eng.) 

SLT 
(Nep.) 

TLT (Eng.) 

langur 
bādar 

langur  
monkey 
(badar ) 

himāli 
bhālu 

mountain 
(Himalayan)  
bear 

ghadiyāl 
gohi 

gharial 
crocodil

Magad 
Gohi 

magd 
crocodile 

e (gohi) (Gohi) 
poli 
birālo 

pole cat 
(biralo) 

pedal 
dugā 

peddle boat 
(duga) 

jangal forest 
(jungle) 

sāras crane (sarus) 

 Table 7  shows that only 8 nouns among 145  
were translated using the ‘couplet procedure. 
‘Couplet Procedure’ is used to translate the same 
words in two different words. For instance, 
‘himāli bhālu’ in SLT is translated as 'mountain 
(Himalayan) bear’, in TLT. Here ‘mountain’ and 
‘Himalayan’ are two different words used to 
translate the same word.  

4.7 Substitution 

Substitution, a sort of formal translation, focuses 
on semantic values of the word. According to  
Wilss (1982)  “substitution is a formal translation 
procedure presupposing semantic translation 
equivalence of content SL/ TL signs and 
sequences of exists, translation can be treated 
linguistically as inter-lingual substitution” 
(p.105). The following are the words (nouns) 
translated through this procedure: 

Table 8. Translation of Nouns Through 
Substitution  
 SLT 
(Nep.) 

TLT (Eng.) SLT 
(Nep.) 

TLT 
(Eng.) 

khayar
  

acacia tree muse 
kharāyo 

Pica 

Naur blue sheep lide musā Pica 

dwāse 
cituwā 

clouded 
leopard 

rāto bhālu brown 
bear 

chirbire 
birālo 

leopard cat jangali 
cyāngrā 

wild goat 

karāl 
sugā 

large 
parakeet 

bārha 
simhā 

swamp 
deer 

cari 
bāgh 

leopard cat banmānch
e 

Siamong 

ausat 
āyu 

life span pāine 
sthān 

Distributi
on 

cauri  
gāi 

gaur kālo 
giddha 

king 
vulture 

nil gāi blue bull standhāri 
jib 

Mammal
s 

nakatā 
hās 

comb duck bhāri  basket/ 
bundle 
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kukur 
dāt 

incisor sahibāj  Falcon 

doko basket    
Table 8 shows that 23 out of 145 nouns, were 
translated using substitution procedure. The words 
which lack equivalent word in TLT are 
substituted. For instance,  ‘birāloko sarir’ in SLT 
is substituted by 'cat's pelt' in TLT instead of 'cat's 
body'. Here, the SLT concept is substituted by 
TLT concept.     

4.8 Literal translation  

 Some nouns were translated by using Literal 
translation procedure. Wilss (1982) states, 
“Literal translation is SL oriented translation. 
It is often loosely equated with a word for 
word translation. TL translates the SL term by 
reflecting its primary sense. It is often equated 
with word for word translation” (p.37). The 
following words (nouns) are translated by using 
this procedure: 

Table 9. The Cases of Literally Translated Nouns 
SLT 
(Nepali) 

TLT 
(Englis
h) 

SLT 
(Nepali) 

TLT 
(English) 

hāttiko dārā elepha
nt tusk 

rāstriya 
nikunja 

national 
park 

cituwā  leopar
d 

prem cāro love bird 

krisna sār
  

black 
buck 

simha 
pucchar 
bādar 

lion tailed 
monkey 

jangali 
gadhā 

wild 
ass 

lokharke Squirrel 

dhunge 
mālsāpro 

stone 
marten 

chucundrā Shrew 

hiu cituwā snow 
leopar
d 

banya 
jantu 
āraksha  

wildlife 
reserve 

udne panchi flying 
bird 

hāgā branches 

Rukha tree pudke 
bādel 

pigmy hog 

gohi crocod
ile 

mānche Human 

banya jantu 
samrakshan   

wild 
life 

sarisrip Reptiles 

conser
vation 

Kamilā ants dhamirā  Termites 

Kādā quills dumsi Porcupine 

seto kankā white 
ibis 

camce 
thude 

spoon bill 

seto 
bhudiphor 

white 
stork 

kāli 
kanthā 
bhudiphor 

black 
necked 
stork 

butyān 
jangal 

scrub 
forest 

jhādi Bushes 

Kirā insects phalphul Fruits 

kandamul
  

roots carā Birds 

marubhumi desert bādar Monkey 

māchāmārn
e birālo 

fishing 
cat 

ban birālo jungle cat 

sunaulo 
birālo  

golden 
cat 

nadiharu  Rivers 

biswa 
sampadā 
suci 

world 
heritag
e sites 

durlabh 
prajāti  

rare 
species 

prakriti 
samraksyan 

nature 
conser
vation 

simsār Wetlands 

Tāl lake thulo 
kachuwā 

giant 
tortoise 

According to Table 8, 75 nouns out of 145  were 
translated by using the literal translation 
procedure. The words in SLT equivalent with 
TLT words are translated using this procedure. 
For example,  ‘cituwā’ in SLT is translated as 
'leopard' and 'prem cāro'  as ‘love bird’. 

5. Conclusion 

Translation from Nepali into English is a common 
phenomena in Nepal, however  it is far from the 
English  speaking  world. English words are being 
heavily used in tourism industries in their 
translated forms. On translating different names, I 
have found different strategies. They are: 
naturalization, transliteration, paraphrase, 
addition, deletion, substitution, couplet and literal 
translation. Among these procedures, literal 
translation is the widely used procedure whereas 
naturalization is the least frequently used 
procedure.  
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In the case of Sahuraha, most of the tourist guides 
and hotel staffs use English which is neither 
grammatically correct not linguistically 
appropriate.  They translate nouns on the basis of 
time and situation. If tourists are expert in English 
they will guess the meaning.  Nepali tourist guides 
and hotel staffs are failing to transmit correct 
information about wild life and culture. In the 
absence of gaining right information, sometime 
tourists get confused and perceive Nepalese 
culture wrong. . Thus, in order to provide correct 
information, about wildlife and culture, necessary 
training should be provided for the tourist guides 
and hotel staff.   
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Appendix-1 

List of words collected from the field 
SL(Nep.) TL(Eng.) SL(Nep.) TL(Eng.) Remarks  
SL(Nep.) TL(Eng.) butyan jangal scrub forest  
astric ostrich Jhadi bushes  
arna arnee Kira insects  
cituwa    cheetah Phalphul fruits  
langur langur Kandamul roots  
saras sarus Cara birds  
ghadiyal  gharial rato muniya red mania  
mahabharat  Mahabharat bhaleko navi naval of the male  
doko  basket nakata has comb duck  
muniya  munia Marubhumi desert  
mitar  meter Badar monkey  
panda  panda  machamarne 

biralo    
fishing cat  

causinge four horned antelope ban biralo jungle cat  
arna  wild buffalo sunaulo biralo golden cat  
gainda one horned 

rhinoceros 
jangali gadha wild ass  

naur  blue sheep Lokharke squirrel  
pate bagh  royal Bengal tiger hattiko dara elephant tusk  
malsapro yellow throated 

marten 
rastriya nikunja national park  
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dhanes cara great pied hornbill banya jantu 
araksha 

wildlife reserve  

sarus common crane udne panchi flying bird  
Asiatic rock python agingar Haga branches  
salak scaly ant eater Kasturi civet  
mayur  common peafowl Khayar acacia tree  
sano garud lesser adjutant stork kalo giddha king vulture  
dhade giddha white romped vulture nil gai blue bull  
hucil  great horn owl pudke badel pigmy hog  
bhari basket Laguna hog deer  
silsile has lesser whistling teal Suci sites  
khoya  bar headed goose standhari jib mammals  
Sun goro Golden lizard  Gohi crocodile  
laguna  hog deer Bahrasimha male swamp deer  
sungohoro golden monitor lizard jangali kukur wild red dog  
nir biralo large Indian civet tadi biralo teddy cat  
himali bhalu Himalayan black beer pedal duga (peddle) boat  
badel wild boar biraloko sarir cat's pelt  
habre red panda dwase cituwa clouded leopard  
saras common crane rato bhalu brown bear  
hudar stripped hyena chirbire biralo leopard cat  
mayur common peafowl jangali cyangra   wild goat  
suturmurga African ostrich karal suga large parakeet  
bal maidan children play ground barha simha swamp deer  
thulolokharke Indian giant squirrel cari bagh leopard cat  
gilhari palm squirrel ratuwa mriga barking deer  
parbat srinkhala ranges dhunge malsapro stone marten  
sano musa mouse Cituwa leopard  
thulo musa Rat  prem caro love bird  
langur badarko sarir languor's body Ghoral antelope  
sa-sana standhari 
jantu 

small mammals Dastabej documents  

pate bagh tiger Simsar wetlands  
asami rato badar Assamese monkey tibbati kharayo Tibetan rabbit  
himali bhalu (Himalayan) bear muse kharayo pica  
langur badar langur (monkey) cauri gai gaur  
paket mar pick pocket lide musa pica  
ghadiyal gohi gharial crocodile thulo kachuwa giant tortoise  
malaya prayadwip (Malay) peninsular panchi sakha birds section  
 poli biralo pole cat himali kasturi 

biralo 
Himalayan palm 
civet 

 

cittal spotted deer paine sthan distribution  
Source: Field Visit, 2017  


